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Date:  17 July 2018 FC-5-1-12-1-3 
 
 
To: Fiona Ross, Senior Responsible Owner, Tāne Whakapiri 

Glenn McStay, CFO, The Treasury 
 
From: Peter Anderson, Project Manager 
 
Copy: Tāne Whakapiri Steering Group Members (Struan Little, Jon Grayson, Lara 

Ariell) 
Tāne Whakapiri Project Sponsors (David Bowden, Tom Byrne, Fiona 
Foster) 

 
 

Approval of Tāne Whakapiri SHF Construction Contract 

 
Purpose 

This purpose of this memo is to provide an audit trail of project decisions relating to 
contractor selection and the approach to developing the resulting construction contract 
for Treasury’s Sub-divisional Hard Fitout (SHF) as per the design completed by the 
Tāne Whakapiri project. 
 
I also request your endorsement for the Treasury Secretary to execute the contract on 
19 July 2018, further to the Letter of Intent provided to LT McGuinness on 4 July 2018. 
 
Recommendation/Decision 

The decision I am seeking is as follows: 
 
1. Endorse that the Treasury Secretary execute the contract with LT McGuinness for 

construction of Treasury’s SHF. 
Agree/Disagree 

 
2. Note the approach taken for selection of LT McGuinness. 

Noted 
 

3. Note the approach taken for identifying and agreeing the contract terms and 
conditions and for determining the contract price. 

Noted 
 

4. Note the cost commitment, current project forecast and associated risks. 
Noted 
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Background – construction responsibilities and selection of contractor 

The Tāne Whakapiri (Treasury Accommodation Strategy Implementation) Project has 
completed design and construction is underway. Construction comprises the following 
stages: 

• The base build covers the landlord’s responsibility to deliver office space which 
meets the performance specification set out in the Development Agreement 
(DA). This commenced on 15 May 2018. 

• The MCHF is work that the landlord undertakes, at Treasury’s cost, to modify 
the base build to suit our Sub-divisional Hard Fitout (SHF). This includes 
moving services and altering floors and ceilings to accommodate our design. 
The Proposed MCHF Costs have been approved and work started on 4 July 
2018. 

• The SHF is the tenant’s hard fitout (i.e. meeting rooms, kitchens, toilets, etc.) 
which is undertaken and paid for by Treasury. 

Under the DA, the tenant is fully responsible for design and construction of the SHF. 
 
Precinct, as landlord, engaged LT McGuinness as base build contractor to undertake 
the Base Build and MCHF works. 
 
Treasury sought advice on the engagement of a construction contractor from other 
WAP2 agencies. As the lead agency for Charles Fergusson Tower at the time, MfE 
were further advanced in the construction process than Treasury. MfE shared their 
procurement approach with the Treasury project team. Based on a market scan, LT 
McGuinness offered the most competitive terms and were the only contractor able to 
meet a set of challenging deadlines by integrating the landlord and tenant programmes 
of work; they engaged LT McGuinness for their project. 
 
The Procurement Plan for sourcing a contractor for construction of Treasury’s SHF was 
approved in November 2017 (see approved procurement plan - Attachment 1). The 
recommendations were to: 

• Engage the landlord’s contractor for design advice (completed; see executed 
agreement - Attachment 2). 

• Issue a Registration of Interest (RoI) to test the construction market (done). 
• Depending on the result of the RoI, either  

o Engage the landlord’s contractor, or  
o Issue a Request for Tender (RfT). 

 
The RoI evaluation panel recommended Selective Procurement of the landlord’s 
contractor based on a low level of interest in the market plus a response from LT 
McGuiness which offered significant advantages over the three other responses 
received (see approved evaluation panel report - Attachment 3). 
 
Following approval of the recommendation, the project team engaged LT McGuinness 
for Pre-Construction Services (see executed agreement - Attachment 4). The aim of 
the Pre-Construction Services agreement was to obtain a higher level of engagement 
and value-add from LT McGuinness during the contract negotiation period through:  

• Value-engineering the design with a construction lens,  
• Allowing early development and discussion of contract deliverables, 
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• Supporting the consent process, 
• Development of an integrated programme of landlord’s and tenant’s works 
• Representing Treasury’s interests in discussions with Precinct, and 
• Tendering the SHF works through LT McGuinness. 

 
Approach – construction contract terms and conditions 

Another of the advantages of engaging with MfE on their procurement and contracting 
approach is that they shared the contract they negotiated with LT McGuiness. It was 
based on the standard New Zealand construction contract (NZS 3910:2013), MfE 
engaged Kensington Swan and reached agreement with LT McGuinness on a number 
of changes that better met Government requirements. The Treasury project team also 
engaged the team at Kensington Swan, resulting in a significant saving in legal fees 
and simplified negotiation process. 
 
A Terms Sheet outlining key negotiation points was agreed internally and negotiated 
with LT McGuinness as the basis for contract drafting (see finalised terms sheet - 
Attachment 5). The final position was approved by Treasury leadership on 23 May 
2018 and agreed with LT McGuinness on 1 June 2018. 
 
Since that point, the contract has been finalised reflecting the terms sheet, rates 
proposed by LT McGuinness in their RoI response, requirements for culturally sensitive 
works and insurance parameters. 
 
The contract has been noted by John Meads, Kensington Swan Partner,

 Rates and 
margins are very competitive as a result of engaging the landlord’s contractor (see 
approved evaluation panel report - Attachment 3).  
 
Approach – construction insurance 

In parallel, the project investigated a number of approaches to construction insurance 
with support from Treasury’s Finance team and insurance broker, Marsh. Options 
explored include contractor-provided insurance, leveraging the landlord’s insurance 
and acquiring directly. 
 
The most cost-effective solution which covers Treasury’s risks is to take out the 
insurance directly. This is in place, with Vero as lead insurer, and has been reflected in 
the construction contract (see approved evaluation panel report - Attachment 5). 
 
Approach – contract price 

LT McGuinness approached the market to obtain quotes for each of the trades required 
to deliver the SHF, as per standard practice and their response to the RoI (see LT 
McGuinness proposal - Attachment 7). Three quotes were obtained where possible. In 
a number of cases the only tenderer was the contractor already engaged for the 
landlord’s works or was simply a reflection of the current pressure on the construction 
market.  

[3]
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LT McGuinness reviewed the tenders received and provided a recommendation (see 
Tender Submission - Attachment 8) detailing firm prices, qualifications and provisional 
sums. These have been reviewed by Treasury’s external project team (Project 
Manager, Architect, Engineer and Quantity Surveyor) and confirmed as reasonable 
(see Rawlinsons’ review – Attachment 9). The project team has been working through 
all the qualifications, backed up by full details of all responses, and applying a value-
engineering lens, looking at options for more cost effective materials or solutions while 
maintaining build integrity. The savings have been identified along with the price 
breakdown, by trade, in Appendix A. 
 
The contract price comprises the tender responses, plus agreed margin and provisional 
sums for items that cannot be definitively priced. The latter will be treated as variations, 
to be charged at cost plus margin, once details are confirmed. 
 
The final summary contract price is as follows. 
 

 
The above costs are included in the latest project forecast which is provided in 
Appendix B. There is no material change to the overall project forecast as the costs are 
in line with our Quantity Surveyor’s, Rawlinsons’, forecasts. Note that the project 
forecast for ‘SHF’ accounts for the cost of this contract, separate Statements of Work 
with Waterford for building and locker security and specific costs for moving the 
Wharenui and creating taonga to connect the tenancy. 
 
Risks and points of note 

Key risks and points of note in relation to this approval are as follows: 
1. Engagement of LT McGuinness has allowed the landlord’s and tenant’s works to be 

integrated. This has resulted in reduced construction overheads, which is seen in a 
competitive Preliminary and General (P&G) cost in the contract price, as well as 
reduced schedule risk, ie more certainty on hitting contractual completion dates. 
One of the impacts is being able to start early SHF works (eg ordering of long lead 
time items), under a Letter of Intent (see Attachment 10 – LoI), on 4 July 2018. 

2. Initial SHF tender responses were slightly below the Rawlinsons’ estimate and that 
the project team has identified further value engineering opportunities, reducing the 
overall tender price by $130k. 

3. The locker solution included in the tender price has not been updated to reflect the 
approved selection of Aspect. This will be amended under variation and will reduce 
the contract price by approximately $50k. 

4. The Tender Submission (contract price) received from LT McGuinness includes 
provisional sums of $404,485 for a total of 18 items that there is not enough detail 
to provide a firm quote. Rawlinsons advise that the allowances are reasonable. The 
eventual price will increase or decrease around that sum as items are clarified. 

[4]
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5. 

6. Any further changes to our SHF design will have a consequent knock on effect. 
Once the contract is executed they will be progressed as variations which, other 
than where provisional sums have been provided, may have an adverse time and 
cost impact. The current project forecast (see Appendix B) currently has a 
contingency of approximately 10% of the contract price to allow for this. Rawlinsons 
recommend 5%. 

7. Note that the Soft Fit Out (SFO) is expected to return a saving due to substantial re-
use of current furniture. 

 
Next Steps 

The next steps for the project are as follows: 
• Execute the construction contract, arranged for 19 July 2018. 
• Continue to convert provisional sums to firm prices as outstanding solution 

elements are finalised. 
• Finalise Statements of Work for Waterford to undertake security elements of the 

SHF. 
• Continue SHF works as per the draft integrated programme. 
 
Attachments 

1. SHF Procurement Plan 
Procurement Plan SHF - signed (Treasury:3807330v1) 
 
2. Design advice contract with LT McGuinness 
ASI Contract for Services - LTM - SHF Design Advice - signed (Treasury:3887982v1)  
 
3. Evaluation Panel Report on the SHF Contractor Registration of Interest 
ROI20171102 Evaluation Panel Report (Treasury:3817582v3)  
 
4. Pre-Construction Services contract with LT McGuinness 
LT McGuinness Pre-construction Services (Treasury:3930684v3)  
 
5. Contract Works Insurance Certificates 
CWI - Vero (Treasury:3985610v1) 
CWI - AIG (Treasury:3985611v1) 
 
6. Terms Sheet used for negotiation with LT McGuinness 
SHF - Legal terms of reference (Treasury:3932264v4) 
 
7. LT McGuinness RoI response 
Treasury Accomodation SHF ROI LTM 29-11-17 (Treasury:3976463v1) 
 
8. LT McGuinness Tender Letter 
180528 - No.3 TT - Treasury LTM Tender Letter - Rev.1 (Treasury:3977222v1) 

[1]
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9. Rawlinsons tender review recommendation 
SHF Tender July 2018 (Treasury:3985945v1) 
Rawlinsons Comparison Tender Rev 2 (Treasury:3985946v1) 
 
10. Letter of Intent 
Letter of Intent - SHF Contract (Treasury:3979584v2) 
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Appendix A – LT McGuinness Pricing Summary 

The following table provides a breakdown of contract price by trade. The final version 
of this memo will identify areas where value engineering has delivered cost savings. 
 

 
 

[1] [4]
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Appendix B – Latest project forecast 

This table builds on the last formally communicated forecast which was prepared for approval of the locker solution on 26 June 2018. Note 
that the transfer of change-related activity to opex is now spread between the ‘Internal’ and ‘Professional fees’ sums. Reduced SHF costs 
have been balanced by increasing the ‘Contingency’ sum. 
 

Cost element QS estimate 
(28/3/2018) 

SG Forecast 
(5/6/2018) 

MCHF Forecast 
(13/6/2018) 

Locker solution 
(26/6/2018) 

This forecast 
(18/7/2018) 

      
Internal  $       519,687   $       519,687  $          378,822  $              444,705  
Professional fees  $ 1,457,651  $    1,507,192   $    1,507,192  $       1,346,225  $          1,289,484  
MCHF  $ 1,604,799  $    1,605,000   $    1,662,000  $       1,762,000  $          1,762,000  
SHF  $ 5,851,370  $    5,931,143   $    5,829,000  $       5,821,903  $          5,712,024  
SFO  $    604,880  $    1,604,880   $    1,604,880  $       1,676,880  $          1,676,880  
   
Tech equipment  $     500,000  $       500,000   $       500,000  $          500,000  $              500,000  
Tech resources  $       145,000   $       145,000  $          145,000  $              145,000  
Contingency (escalation)  $       300,000   $       300,000  $          450,000  $              550,000  
   
Total  $ 11,018,700  $ 12,112,902   $ 12,067,759  $     12,080,830  $        12,080,093  
External funding (capital injections)  $   9,760,000   $    9,760,000  $       9,760,000  $          9,760,000  
Balance (TSY cash reserves)  $    2,352,902   $    2,307,759  $       2,320,830  $          2,320,093  
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